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Abstract—In this paper we present semantic assistant agent (SAA), an open source digital library agent which takes user query for finding information in the digital library and takes resources’ metadata and stores it semantically. SAA uses Semantic Web to improve browsing and searching for resources in digital library. All metadata stored in the library are available in RDF format for querying and processing by SemanSreach which is a part of SAA architecture. The architecture includes a generic RDF-based model that represents relationships among objects and their components. Queries against these relationships are supported by an RDF triple store.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The current web contains billions of documents and has many administrative problems and limitations; in addition to that the web content is still accessible only to humans. The solution to these problems is the Semantic Web. The Semantic Web is considered to be the extension for the current web. Digital libraries provide high quality and well-organised information but this data is often not connected with other pools on information such as personal homepages of authors. Within the Semantic Web, connecting the Semantic meaning of the pieces of information is the challenge.

The Semantic Web initiative of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has been active for the last few years and has attracted users’ interests. The main task of the Semantic Web is to add a meaning to the traditional web. In order to achieve that objective, layers of representational structures are needed [1].

A digital library is a library in which collections are stored in digital formats and accessible by computers [2]. In classical library interfaces the user mainly searches for title, author and keywords. With an electronic interface this is done with one text entry field. Results are presented in a short form, which could be extended to a longer description of the resource.

A large digital library may have many repositories of various types, including modern repositories, legacy databases, and Web servers. In digital libraries the user is more interested in the resource, which is available electronically or has at least the full description of the resource online.

Semantic Digital Libraries is a digital library system that applies semantic technologies to provide machine-support for the end users in their search for information [3]. Users in semantic digital library would be able to log in and create profiles that would translate to FOAF [4] files and user ontologies to keep track of semantic preferences. The search and retrieval functions would benefit from the ability to search semantically along with the traditional search methods the library currently employs. Semantic Web technology essentially teaches the computer the relationships between digital objects, their meaning, and how users would like to interact with them.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief introduction about the use of Semantic Web in Digital Libraries and how semantically describe resources, Section III and IV introduces our proposed agent (SAA) including system architecture, storing digital objects and resource retrieval process. Finally section V conclusions and future work.

II. SEMANTIC WEB AND DIGITAL LIBRARIES

The concept of ontology introduced by the Semantic Web is a promising path to extend Digital Library formalisms with the meaningful annotations [5]. Semantic Digital Library systems are building upon research on digital libraries, semantic web, social networking and human computer interaction. Here we will illustrate some famous digital libraries.

Talia, an innovative distributed semantic digital library, which is specifically, designed for meet the needs of scientific research in the Humanities. Talia is based on semantic web technology; it’s being developed with the Ruby on Rails web framework and uses ontologies for the organization of knowledge, which can help the definition of a highly adaptable and state-of-the-art research and publishing environment [6].

JeromeDL social semantic digital library is an open source digital library system which takes users’ profiles into account as one of the semantically enriched information sources to expand the queries. Semantic descriptions in JeromeDL are based on relations between different types of objects. Bibliographic information is enhanced by referencing entities defined with controlled vocabularies. The JeromeDL resource management component binds the bibliographic description component (MarcOnt Mediation Service) and manages the community resources (FOAFRealm component). On a more...
library specific level there is MarcOnt, an ontology which mediates between the different legacy descriptions formats of the resources, e.g., MARC21, Dublin Core and BibTeX [7].

JeromeDL is the application most similar to Talia but the main difference lies in their primary target user group. JeromeDL’s primary target audience is the generic user of a digital library while Talia will also include default user interfaces and tools that are targeted to Humanities Scholars.

### A. Semantic Description of Resources in Digital Libraries

Text values are not enough to support machine-based reasoning. To perform more intelligent interactions with readers, the knowledge base must be equipped with semantics.

Metadata is a key component of the provision of online catalogues that are searchable across the Web. In order to use the Semantic Web to its best effect, metadata needs to be published in RDF [8] formats. There are several initiatives involved with defining metadata standards in the library and publishing community such as Dublin Core Metadata Initiative [9] which provides a standard set of machine-readable fields and guidelines for their use which is used in our agent. This now has a well-established RDF vocabulary. Such standards can be used across the Web in that they provide a common metadata vocabulary in XML or RDF which can be used to mark up and share library catalogues on the Web. PRISM and Dublin Core are usable now in the Semantic Web [10].

DCMI Metadata Ontology [11] has been modified by adding some resources descriptions.

This ontology contains all metadata terms maintained by the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative [9] including the fifteen terms of the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, which have also been published as IETF RFC 5013 [12], ANSI/NISO Standard Z39.85-2007 [13], and ISO Standard 15836:2009 [14].

SAA uses the modified DCMI ontology as the base ontology for describing resources. Fig. 1 presents the key components that are used to manage important information about a resource which are the Dublin Core common elements (creator-description-format-title…etc) and Fig. 2 presents an instance of the class Resource which is a book.

The main classes defined in the DCMI ontology are: Resource which represents resources described by this ontology, Author (defines a class of creators of resources) and ResourceType (instances of this class are used to describe a resource type).
III. PROPOSED WORK

We have presented SAA, a full open-source digital library Semantic Assistant Agent, that exemplifies how digital libraries benefit of semantic technologies. SAA uses Semantic technologies to improve browsing and searching for resources in digital library to avoid keyword search problems discussed in [15]. All metadata stored in the library are available in RDF format. Querying the library is performed by SemanSreach (part of SAA architecture). The architecture includes a dynamic RDF-based model that represents relationships among objects and their components which updated frequently using user input metadata or importing XML metadata files.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The key components of the agent are shown in Fig. 3. Repository store manage digital objects and other information. The repository store stores both the content and the metadata of the digital objects. Searching the system is divided into two parts; standard search and advanced search. Fig. 4 shows a detailed architecture of the agent.

A. Storing Digital Library Objects’ Metadata Semantically (RS)

There are two ways to add metadata for a digital object:
1. Using user interface: librarians add the metadata using GUI with the available information about the objects. Our agent takes these data and stores it in RDF model (See Fig. 5).
2. Using Dublin Core (DC) XML-file:

   Our agent converts the Dublin Core metadata file to RDF format then appends it to the RDF model of the system.

B. Semantically Enhanced Resources Retrieval in Digital Library (SemanSreach)

To find resources, a search over the complete content of the library is possible. The search algorithm of SAA (see Fig. 6) consists of two type of search; standard search and advanced search.

```java
procedure SEMANTIC SEARCH ( File RDFfile, String query)
model.read(RDFfile, null);
queryString = "PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> " 
   + "PREFIX dcterms:<http://purl.org/dc/terms/> " 
   + "SELECT ?title ?type" 
   + " { ?person dcterms:<criteria> ?<criteria> FILTER regex(?<criteria>, "<query>",i) } } " 
   + " { ?person dcterms:<criteria> ?<criteria> FILTER regex(?<criteria>, "<query>",i) } } ";
Query query1 = QueryFactory.create(queryString);
QueryExecution qe = QueryExecutionFactory.create(query1, model);
ResultSet results = qe.execSelect();
End procedure SEMANTIC SEARCH
```

In Standard search, user enters search query, selects the criteria and then start the search. The results will include all resources of any type that semantically match the query based on the semantic description of the resources including synonyms the keywords in the query. Fig. 7 shows the searching results for the query “Sebastian” with criteria “creator”. The results are five resources; a book and four papers. Clicking on one of them displays more details about the resource.

In Advanced search, user enters search query and selects the criteria and select the type of the resource then start the search. Fig. 8 shows the searching results for the query “Sebastian”
with criteria “creator” and type is “Paper”. The results here are four which are papers. Clicking on one of them displays more details about the resource.

The aim of the search algorithm presented in the previous section is to reflect the readers’ expectations and to reduce the time required to find the specified resources in a digital library. In order to test the semantic enabled search algorithm, the database of the prototype system has been filled with 60 resources. For testing, a set of 30 queries have been processed. SAA provides one of future work of Talia semantic digital library discussed in [16] which is a user-created metadata. More semantic web features will be included in future version, like semantic links between remote libraries and integration with online digital library.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Many of digital library problems may be solved with the help of Semantic Web technologies. In this paper we have presented SAA, a full open-source digital library Semantic Assistant Agent that exemplifies how digital libraries benefit from emerging semantic technologies. This paper also showed a quick glimpse of SAA semantic web features and demonstrated how semantic web development can be made a breeze by combining the power of digital library framework with a dynamic RDF store API.